KlickData Learning Management System
Den new generation education online
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The challenges
Most organisations today need more advanced and skilled sta
than before.
Education needs constant updates due to the global
competitive markets and more rapid external changes .
More and more people need to be updated more in their skill
more o en to be updated to do the job they assume they are
doing.
New rules create a need for regular certifications of knowledge.
Information is to the vast extant accessed and acquired online
but validation and assessment for knowledge is key for
organisations.
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The traditional school system is mostly outdated and today is
being replaced by digital online education, which has been
accelerated in the 1920s.

The solution i
education online
Companies are using online training to a much greater
extent than before to solve the knowledge transfer
problem.
E-learning is not only accepted; it is the most common way
to convert information into knowledge today and will be
even more in focus for the future.
Most companies invest in an online academy with a
learning platform; Learning Management System (LMS) to
enable e icient and cost e ective sta training.
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The trend has accelerated with the recent World events and
online academia is the key for developing all organisations.

Data

Information

Knowledge

Insight

Validation of knowledge is not the
same as access to information

Wisdom

Elearning from Klick Data

Simplicity
Everything we at Klick Data have done for almost 30 years in
digital education has a key word that lies in our DNA; Simplicity.

The company is founded with a
business focus on interactive
education. Four video courses
are launched on VHS

KlickData wins best-intest in Computer Sweden
for best excel course on
the market

"Introduction to the Internet"
is launched and becomes a
monster hit with over
435,000 units sold

The launch of the LMS
platform Klickportalen K3
KlickData becomes a
public company

The click portal K3 is
growing with new
modules as test tools

Passes 1.5 million
started e-courses.
framework agreement
supplier on the
chamber collage

Over 100,000 started ecourses in Klickportalen K3.
Survey and certi cation
modules are added

CD-Rom replaces
VHS

Passes 500,000
started e-courses

”In the crossroad of technology and knowledge have we
put all our efforts into creating a learning experience using
the latest technology within the best practice to learn. And
we have accomplished magic things during our journey in
the online education industry to simplify for our clients. And
we will continue to strive to reach new heights in our
mission to create the Knowledge Network. ”
Erik Bolinder, Founder of
Klick Data and
GFEL Top 100 Leader
in Education 2019

Will be appointed to
DI Gasell company.
Passes 2 million
started e-courses
Passes 240 selfproduced e-courses
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Launches the company's most
powerful training platform ever
under the new name "KlickData"

Wins global award
GFEL Top 50
Organizations in
Education in
Dubai

Launches version
4.0 of KLMS in 9
languages

In December 2019 the EdTech company Klick Data was awarded a GFEL
Global Forum for Education & Learning Foundation Award for ”Top 50
Education Organizations” in the World” in Dubai.

Klick Data motto
It should be simple

It should be easy to
understand system for
Admin and Users UX

It should be easy to learn
Pedagogical

It should be easy to
follow up Reminders

It should be easy to send
out courses to those who
need to attend the training
Assign

And, above all, should be
easy to see the outcome of
the education budget ROI

:


It shall be easy to
Search

It should be easily
accessible responsive on
mobile / tablet / computer

Creating self-adapted and
business-adapted courses
should be easy Course
Creator

User interface

The simplicity of Search
A learning platform based on a search system
that has the ambition of being better than
Google has good prospects of being loved and
well used.
Users and administrators met with sections
that they are familiar with from Netflix.
And with KLMS Global Search Appliance that
provides all the ingredients users or admin
needs based KLM on the success of its
predecessor.
The direct feeling and touch is there from our
total focus on simplicity.
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Klick Data learning platform KLMS has 29 years of experience
in training sta through digital online courses. A large range of
e-courses and online training as well as tests.

In Klick Data's learning platform KLMS, companies can create a
digital academy with courses to train and validate employees,
suppliers, distributors in business-critical knowledge.

In Klick Data Open Library (KOL) there is a wide course
library available with open online courses. Some
courses suit the organization, while others do not. The
administrator of the Academy (AA) chooses what
content is to be displayed in the Academy for his
organization. For everyone, groups and individuals.

Klick Data
Open Library

Example A:
The administrator of Academy 1 (AA1) chooses
to make Course B available to the users of that
academy.

Open
Course A

Academy 2

Academy 1
Open
Course A

Open
Course B

Example A:
The administrator of Academy 2 (AA2) chooses to
make Course A and Course B available to the users of
that academy.

Open
Course B

Open
Course B

The company's requirement for courses that are mandatory in combination
with the opportunity to personally train on your own to build a better
version of yourself goes hand in hand through Klick Data Open Library

In the learning platform KLMS management environment, each user can be
guided by the courses assigned to the mandatory requirements, recommended
in the business area and optional courses for personal development.
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Through the e-learning benefits of providing education accessible and easily
accessible in mobile, tablet and computer environment without the need for presence
in time and space, educational e orts can be adapted to when it is most needed and
in the right place in time and space.

The KLMS learning platform has a user environment and an
administration environment. Each user has a personal login to
the system and a personalized menu for personal development.

Course interface

Functions

Klick Data KLMS
Learners
Learners can search for open courses in Klick Data KLMS
and a er completing the course receive a participant
certificate, diploma or grade based on the course.
Learners who belong to an academy (company /
organisation) are assigned a syllabus by the academy's
administrator to further develop their knowledge levels.
Learners can view and print diplomas on test results from
courses taken in order to certify the level of knowledge,
for example: when applying for a job.
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Learners as well as admins can create courses with
materials, tests and examinations and publish them in
KLMS. It is as easy as creating content on social media.

Klick Data KLMS
Administrator
The account administrator creates user accounts for students /
sta and invites them to the academy and manages classes /
groups, course plans and sets time frames for the training for
the users.
The account administrator is responsible for the academy's
supervisors and approves course content and tests for the
academy's users.
The account administrator publishes courses from Klick Data's
courses and the self-made ones for di erent groups and users.
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The account administrator has an overview of the
development of the company / organisation's knowledge
development.

Compulsory courses, personal
development courses and easy-tofind micro-course elements with
superb simple indexing give your
company a system that employees
and administrators will appreciate
and enjoy being in.
It's easy to love KlickData KLMS!

Klick Data LMS
All forms of course material can be added. (Videos, files,
attachments, links,)
Any course material can be tested (Quiz, Test, Random,
Labyrint, Exam etc.)
Any course material can be evaluated (examination,
evaluation, grades, degree, degree, certification, etc.)
Synchronous education with Events where students and
teachers can communicate as part of the curriculum
(Zoom, live events, webinars, conferences, classroom
teaching, etc.)
A complete platform for learning in all organisations.

Gami cation
As if this were not enough, we have added a
Community section that is only based on the joy of
knowledge with the world's largest database of
indexed quiz questions. Over half a million> 500,000
multiple choice questions linked to Wikipedia and
300,000 global users to compete against. We do not
build an LMS among many others. We build the
Knowledge Social Network.
Organization requirements. Your development and
your joy of knowledge. There is no contradiction
between knowledge requirements from company
management and the fun of gamification. Quizzes
are a great part of learning that strengthens memory.
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Admin may opt out of the Gamification Community
due to company policy. KLMS fits all strategies.

Klick Data is a reliable
partner with three decades
of experience
With over 29 years of experience in digital education, our
experience and reputable reputation as well as
international award rewards give our customers the
confidence to be the right strategic partner for online
education.
Ease of use and powerful functionality in combination
with large amounts of courses and tests with a focus on
simplicity is a key word in our DNA.
Simplicity and strength in administration provide userfriendliness at all levels.
Value-driven solutions that help our customers become
stronger in their business.

From information to knowledge
Material:
What should I learn? PDF,
Link, Word, YouTube,
Webinar, Live Event, Book.

Certification:
How much have I learned?
Participation, Validation of
knowledge. Test / Quiz.

The course:
Material, Test, Questionnaire
What, who and how?
Gradually step by step.

Evaluation:
How much difference has
what I learned meant?
Course evaluation, Employee
survey, Evaluation of
teachers.

Templates:
Materials, Tests, Surveys
Ideas, Examples, General
knowledge and companyspecific.

KlickData KLMS
provides organizations with the right online
tools for knowledge certification, quality
assessment for employees and managers.

Kolbs Learning cycle
How can I use?
Teach me now?
What does it mean?

Concrete
Experience

Reflective
Observation

Active Testing

What conclusions?
What have I learned now?

What happens?

Abstract
Generalization

What happened?
What does it mean?

The feedback process for courses in KLMS

Expected
needs
Projected

Real needs
Actual
nceds

Expected needs

Real needs

Expected needs

Real needs

The course author creates a course

Admin changes

Material + Tester + Events + Enkäter

Materials + Tests + Events + Surveys

Tilldela kurser och kursplaner

Assign new courses and syllabi

Genomförda kurser

Newly completed courses

Newly completed courses

Questionnaire feedback

Questionnaire feedback

Questionnaire feedback

Admin changes
Materials + Tests + Events + Surveys
Assign new courses and syllabi

Some of our clients

Enhanced knowledge

